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Abstract-  This app will help you stray away  

                     from fast food restaurants.  

 

I. Introduction  

      My project is to help people stray away from the  

unhealthy fast food chains that are around the world.  

The foods that are given to people daily,  

are shortening the life span of humans based on 

 the unhealthy foods going into their bodies. 

 

II. How it works 
      So this app is similar to UberEats but  

the selection of food choices are only healthy 

foods that will keep people feeling good and  

eating well. The app will notify you with all the  

healthy food options around you to select from  

and it would place the order giving it to a delivery  

worker on the clock to deliver the food to you. 

 
   III. Further Breakdown Figure 1: This is the page where you can track your  

order.  
      As a result of someone bringing the food to you,  
You would also be notified with many promotions 

to help make the price cheaper rather than spending  

so much more money for your food. Your food would  

be cheaper and you would be able to scan the bags QR code 

 to make sure the restaurant did not forget any items.  
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IV. Users 

      This app is made for everyone. Everyone would be able to order  

food and get it delivered to their house without having to worry about  

the orders being messed up. However, there would be a strict policy  

with users that are scamming businesses. You would be unable to make  

an account and order food from this if credentials is not verified. 

 
V. Similarities
 

       This app is very similar to UberEats and the other  

food apps that were Created. You can track your  

order progress at the store, you can track the driver  

delivering your order. You can also send messages to  

the delivery person to let them know further instructions  

upon arrival. The app interface would look similar in terms  

of selecting food options and selecting restaurants you would                 Figure 2.  This page is the QR code to scan.  

I like to order from. The reason I kept it similar because I feel as  

though the other apps are well made but the only issue is that  

they are charging an insane amount of money for the food you order. 

 

VI. Tests   

I presented this project to the class and I also presented it to my  

family to figure out if it would be successful. As a result, they told me  

they would use this app because it is convenient and also the prices are a  

lot better than the other food apps. They said they like the idea of the QR  

code which would be scanned to make sure all the items are in the bag and  

none of the items ordered is missing.    

 

VII. Competition 

      Many people may wonder why would I need an app that has healthy restaurants  

when I can search up healthy restaurants? As a result of this app, it would be easy to  

navigate and also there will be customer support. The customer support would be great  

with fast responses on the status of your order. This app will have GPS tracking location  

to help locate where your food is and the mode of transportation the person is taking.  

With this app there would be strict job hiring to make sure people understand how important  

and professional it is to make sure the customers get their food on time. This app will always 



give the customers healthy food options and it would give you the amount of calories each meal has. 

 

VIII. Precedent and Differences 

      This app will be the first to have the QR scan code to make sure the order is right.  

The point of the app is to make sure people eat better to stop the obesity rate globally. 

This app cares about the people and trying to help people with their eating diets and also 

helps people save a little bit more money. 

 

 

IX. Conclusion 

      In conclusion, Healthy Eats is an app that will change the world tremendously.  

 It would help people with their diet and it also is going to help people create recipes for  

when they want to cook and try the meal out themselves. This will help people save money  

when ordering food from outside and they do not have to worry about eating what these fast  

food restaurants are processing. 

 


